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Introduction 
To achieve their communicative objectives, interlocutors use various ways to optimize 

information transfer. It has been argued that information structural concepts such as topic, 
focus, or the given-new distinction affect sentence processing (e.g., Lambrecht, 1994). 
Research on languages with relatively free word order (e.g., German) provides evidence that 
the canonical word order (subject-before-object, SO) is preferred compared to the non-
canonical (object-before-subject, OS) word order if sentences are not embedded in a 
discourse context (e.g., Gorell, 2000); but the processing of OS sentences is facilitated by a 
felicitous context (e.g., object is given (Kaiser & Trueswell, 2004) or topic (Meng et al., 
1999)). The information structural concept topic concerns the entity the sentence is about 
(Gundel, 1988; Reinhart, 1981). For German main clauses topics are preferably placed 
sentence-initially (e.g., Speyer, 2007). 

However, whereas offline behavioral data (e.g., Weskott et al., 2011) suggest a global 
impact of discourse context on sentence processing little is known about local underlying 
mechanisms of a discourse context which might be detectable during online processing. 
Recently, ERPs have been shown to be a promising tool to understand the nature of context-
induced effects on sentence processing (e.g., van Berkum, 2008). In the present ERP 
experiment we aim to characterize if and when discourse relevant information, namely topic 
status, modulates the online processing of German topic-first SO and OS sentences.  

Methods and Material 
A 32-channel EEG of 21 right handed German native speakers was recorded while they 

were reading 160 fictitious stories that describe a simple action scene of two animals. Each 
trial started with a lead-in context (1), followed by the topic or neutral context question (2) 
and the SO or OS target sentence (3) (see Table 1). By means of the lead-in context both 
animals were discourse-given and the action that one of the animals is going to perform was 
inferable from the mentioned instrument. The context question either assigned topic status to 
one of the animals (topic context) or induced a wide scope on the scene (neutral context). The 
target sentence was either presented in SO or OS word order. In 20 % of the trials the 
participants performed a sentence-picture-verification task. The data of two participants with 
response accuracy lower than 60 % were excluded from the ERP analysis. 

Table 1: Example of trial for each condition (vertical bars in target sentence indicate phrase-wise presentation).                   
Abb.: NOM = nominative case, ACC = accusative case, S = subject, V = verb, O = object, PP = prepositional phrase 

Lead-in context (1) Context question (2) Target sentence (3) Condition 
Der Uhu und der 
Igel haben eine 
Staffelei im Park 
aufgebaut.  
`The owl and the 
hedgehog have set 
up an easel in the 
park.` 

Was ist denn genau los?  
`What exactly is going on?` 

Der Uhu | malt | den Igel | im Park.  
[the[NOM] owl[NOM]]S  [paints]V  [the[ACC] 
hedgehog[ACC]]O  [in the park]PP. 
`The owl paints the hedgehog in the park.` 

NEUTRAL 
SO 

Was ist mit dem Uhu?  
`What about the owl?` TOPIC SO 

Was ist denn genau los?  
`What exactly is going on?` 

Den Uhu | malt | der Igel | im Park.  
[the[ACC] owl[ACC]]O  [paints]V  [the[NOM] 
hedgehog[NOM]]S  [in the park]PP. 
`In the park the owl is painted by the hedgehog.` 

NEUTRAL 
OS 

Was ist mit dem Uhu?  
`What about the owl?` TOPIC OS 



In a follow-up experiment 28 participants performed a categorical judgment task on the 
comprehensibility of each trial using the same experimental material and presentation mode 
as used in the ERP experiment. 

Results 
The ERP analysis time-locked to the onset of the target sentence revealed a less pronounced 

early positivity (100 to 300 ms) for all sentences following the topic context compared to the 
neutral context, evidenced by a significant main effect of CONTEXT TYPE [F(1, 18) = 5.29, 
p < .05]. Importantly, ERP analysis of the 500 to 900 ms time window yielded an interaction 
of CONTEXT TYPE x WORD ORDER [F(1, 18) = 4.84, p < .05]: For OS but not for SO 
sentences, the topic context led to significantly less positive going ERPs compared to the 
neutral context (see Figure 1, A). Considering only the topic context, OS sentences elicited a 
significantly less pronounced late positivity compared to SO sentences (see Figure 1, B), 
whereas for the neutral context SO relative to OS sentences elicited a significantly less 
pronounced late positivity (see Figure 1, C). 

 
Figure 1: Grand average ERPs of example electrodes time-locked to the onset of the target sentences. 

Using a linear mixed effects model the statistical analysis of the categorical judgment task 
on the comprehensibility of the stories revealed a significant main effect of CONTEXT 
TYPE (z = 3.13, p < .01) and WORD ORDER (z = -7.41, p < .001) as well as a significant 
interaction of CONTEXT TYPE x WORD ORDER (z = -2.53, p < .01). Post-hoc 
comparisons showed that stories containing OS target sentences were significantly more 
likely to be judged as easily comprehensible if presented together with the topic context 
(z = 3.22, p < .01), whereas the context type did not affect the comprehensibility of the 
canonical SO sentences (z = 0.40, p > .05). For stories containing SO target sentences the 
probability to be judged as easily comprehensible was significantly higher in both contexts as 
compared to OS sentences (p < .001).  

Discussion 
Our ERP study shows a context-induced effect on the online processing of German SO and 

OS sentences as reflected by modulations of the early (100 to 300 ms) and late (500 to 
900 ms) positivity. As early ERPs have commonly been linked to basic processes of 
information encoding (e.g., Dunn et al., 1998), the early positivity in our study might be 
attributable to word repetition in sentences following the topic compared to the neutral 
context. In line with previous research we interpret the late positivity (P600) in terms of 
processing costs that have been associated with updating the current discourse model and the 
integration of a new referent into discourse (e.g., Burkhart, 2007). Accordingly, the less 
pronounced late positivity for OS sentences following the topic context reflects a less 
effortful linking and integration of the topic into the current discourse model compared to the 
preceding neutral context. As predicted, the information structural status of the sentence-
initial constituent in the SO sentences did not play a crucial role as this is the canonical word 
order in German. Moreover, the late positivity for OS vs. SO sentences evoked by the 
preceding context type indicates an expectation-driven impact on the processing of the 



following sentence: The chosen topic context seems to induce a strong preference of this 
topic to be the object leading to lower integration costs of the sentence-initial object. As 
expected from previous research, the neutral context which induced a greater positivity for 
OS compared to SO sentences does not represent a felicitous context for the non-canonical 
OS order.  

Our interpretation of the reduced late positivity indexing lower integration costs for the 
sentence-initial constituent is strongly supported by the results of the follow-up categorical 
judgment task: The comprehensibility of stories containing SO target sentences was not 
affected by the preceding context type; in the EEG data this was indexed by the absence of 
the modulation of the P600 by the preceding context information. However, the 
comprehensibility of stories containing OS target sentences was improved in case of the 
preceding topic context; in the EEG data this was reflected in a reduced P600 indicating 
lower integration costs of the sentence-initial object compared to the preceding neutral 
context.  

In sum, the context-induced modulations of the late positivity provide further information 
about the nature and time course of the integration of discourse information elicited by a 
topic assigning vs. neutral context on the online processing of German SO and OS sentences. 
Hence our results suggest that discourse relevant information has an immediate impact on 
sentence processing in terms of an easier integration of this information into the current 
discourse model.  
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